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These are the days for saving for your country, and putting your hands

and head to work making things last longer so you can avoid buying new things

to replace them. One of the things you can do for yourself is to refinish old

furniture.

Up in the attic, or scattered through different rooms around the house,

you'll probably find tables, bureaus, c. lirs and other pieces of furniture that

look pretty ho-oeless. Perhaps they're scarred or scratched or covered with

several coats of unattractive old paint. Some of those pieces may not be worth

spending time on, but others will pay you well for an investment in rubbing oil

and "elbow grease."

Just a little work will take them out of the class of common-run furniture

and put them into the quality group, say wood experts of the U.S. Department of

Agriculture.

You can treat old furniture in different ways, but one that is winning

much favor is an oil finish. A properly applied oil finish is particularly

desirable for table and dresser "tops because it is not likely to show spots or

rings from hot plates or liquids.

Wax is not necessary if furniture is properly oiled and rubbed, but

rubbing is necessary — a great deal of rubbing.

Of course, the old coating shoul 3 be taken off by means of a good paint

and varnish remover and the surface prepared for the new finish.
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Then the same mixture is used that is recommended for polishing furni-

ture — one-third turpentine and two-thirds "boiled linseed oil. Then have some

old soft rags handy, and a good polishing cloth such as an old linen grain hag

or an old cement hag thoroughly cleaned and washed, or a woolen cloth.

First, see that the surface is smooth and all dust has heen removed, and

then start to apply the oil. The oil mixture can he used hot or cold on plain

surfaces, although the cold mixture takes a longer time to penetrate the wood

and is therefore suggested for carved or grooved surfaces where a little slower

penetration is wanted. Hot oil sinks into the wood quite rapidly and "brings out

a richer color, so that it is otherwise preferred.

The "best way to heat the oil is to use a double "boiler — and thus reduce

the danger of the oil and turpentine catching fire.

The oil and turpentine mixture is a'oplicd generously with a soft cloth

and then ruhhed into the wood until the wood has ahsorbed all the oil it will

take. This rubbing and absorption may take five minutes or a half hour depending

upon the condition of the wood and the temperature of the oil and the room where

the work is being done.

After the oil will no longer penetrate, the excess is wiped off. Especial

care needs to be taken to get the excess oil out of crevices and corners —

otherwise the residue will harden like a varnish and become sticky. And it's

just as necessary to oil the under side of a table leaf as it is to oil the top —

that's to help prevent warping.

After the oiling, the next step is to rub the finish for ten to twenty

minutes with a polishing cloth — or the linen grain bag. A fairly heavy cloth

is preferred because it develops some heat with the rubbing, and that helps in

finishing. If the grain of the wood is raised with the oiling, it can be rubbed

down smooth with steel wool.
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But the first coat is only a starter. To o Idtain a soft satiny effect,

four or even a dozen coats of oil will be needed — each coat "being allowed to

soak into the wood before another is apTolied. If the surface is oily when the

hand is placed on it for a few minutes, it is not dry enough for an additional

coat. That's the test. In dry warm weather, it will take about two days for

such drying between the first and second coats and later coats may require a

week in dry weather and several weeks in moist weather. The process can "be

called complete when no dull spots remain.

The furniture can be used while it is being processed — and then with

the years, the oil and turpentine nolish will kee^o that beautiful finish in

good condition

One word of caution — polishing cloths socked with oil arc highly

combustible and need to be washed or burned to prevent their becoming a fire

hazard

There yon. have all the steps — take off the old finish, smooth the wood

surface, rub in a good oil mixture, iDOlish; oil and polish some more, until you

have the finish you want. And dispose of all the dangerous oily rags as you go

along.




